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COMPARE CONTAINMENT SUBCOMPARTMENT ANALYSTS CODE EVALUATION

R. G. Gido and A. Koestel

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Energy Division
Los Al,amos, NM 87545, U. S. A.

ABSTRACT

Nuclear power plant subcompartment analyses are required to
de{.ermine the containment pressure distribution that might result from
a loss-of-uoolant accident. The pressure distribution is used tu
calculate structural and mechanical desfgn loads. The COMPARE code is
used widely to perform subcompartment analysis. However, several

simplifying: assumptions are utilized to facilitate solution of the
complex transient, two-phase, multidimensional flow problem. In
particular, it {s assumed that the flow is homogeneous, in
the~modynamic equilibrium, and one-dimensional. In this study, these
assumptions are evaluated by performing simplified transport and
relaxation ~allalyses. This results in definition of (a) geometric
features and early-time periods that produce significant deviatiotts
from reality and (b) specific areils that require further study.

1, INTRODUCTION

A nuclear power plant loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) could release rapidly
a large quantity of high-energy watvr Sllto the containment. The water would
vaporize and flow to contt~inment tiulcompartments such as the reactor cavity,
steam generator, and pressurizer compartments. This would result in pressure
differentials and component loads (forces and moments) on wails, pipin~, a,]dthe
reactor pressure vessel. Exce:sive component loadings must be avoided so that
the negative consequences of the LOCA are not increused[ l]. cont~inrncnt
subcornpartment analysis deals with the determination of the pressure
d{ff~renttals iIIthp compartments so that component loads can be determined for

mechanical and str~~:turai design.
Subcompartment analysls is done conveniently by cornpu~t’rcodes SUC1l ;is

COMPARE[2-4], which is used by tileUS Nuclear Nguliitory Commission {lndanatysts
in the Un!ted States and Europe. However, COMPARE utilizes severul simplifying
assurnptioutito perform the transient, two-phase, multidimensional flow an~lysls

required. Ir therefore is importilnt that the deviations from physical rt’;llity
imposed by the simplifying assumptions are understood. This has been douc’ co
some extent by ccmparing COM1’ARll-cal~(lli~tedresults with Battelle-Frankfurt test
results[5,6], and with calculated rrsults from the moru sophisticated BEACON
codc[7]. However, Such coml]arisons often do not provide fundamental
underst}llldlngof the differel~ces in tl~e comparisons. This prese,lctitionis an
tinalyticnl eval\lal_ion of thQ COM1’AKE assumpt.ions t() provide greatpr



understanding of the deviations from physical reality. A more complete
description of the procedures and ::esults of this evaluation is presented in
Ref. 8.

To put the COMPARE code simplifications into perspective, consider what a
comprehensive code would include. Because two phases are involved, each can
halve different thermodynamic and transport properties and different velocities.
In the most complex representation, each phase requires satisfaction of the
conservation equations of mass, momer.tum, and energy. Six first-order
differential equations result. These equations must be solved with

(!) constitutive relations that descIibe the interactions *be~ween the phases and
(2) the effects of the compartment walls and vents. Involved are the
transfers of mass, momentum, and energy between tbe fluid phases and the walls.
The thermodynamic equations of state are also included in the array of
equations= A two-dimensional grid of cells must be considered because
two-dimensional flow effects are important.

A comprehensive formulation Fuch as has been described will account for the
various physical phenomena known to occur during transient two-phase flow
through a system of subcompartments connected by vents. Included are,
(1) c~mpressibility, (2) slip and other related phase interactions caused by
no~equ;libria, (3) two-dimension~l effects such us those causing a vena
contrdcta or jet spreading due to turbulent diffuston, (4) momentum flux as
caused by nonstagnation conditions and by nonsteady fiow, (5) wall interactions
such as liquid-phase deposition and re-entrainment, friction and heat transfer,
(6) inertia as related to nonsteady flow, and (7) mass and energy charging
transients. Clearly, a computer simulation becomes complex if all, the known
physical characteristics and interactions of the flow are included. However,
simplifyJ.ng assumptions can drastically reduce the code complexity.

The major COMPARE assumptions are that the two-phase flow is homogeneous,
in equilibrium, and one-dimensional. The homogeneous eqllilibrium assumption
implies thut the entire liquid phase is finely dispersed in the guseous (vapor
and air) phase and th[tt the net interphasic mass and heat transfer and velocity
slip are zero. Average mixture properties and tileequations for a single-phase
flow can be used. The resulting equations are nimj)le and et~sy to solve on ii

computer, but the validity of tl~eassumptions must be assessed.
Homogeniety impliev a well-dispersed llquicl ptlils~. }iowev~r, it sho(lld b,,

reco!~nized that homogeniety and equilibrium can be depenclent.on eac~lotl]er. POr
example, the rate of liquid-drop d[~position on a wall aIId tllc rjlt(~of’
liquid-phase entrainment from the wall film evcnt(lally results in n dy,~am{c
eclui.libriurnwhere the t~,()r~teH become Cqu{i1. To support tilt’comhln[’rl
homogeneous equilibrium assumption, (1) tile equilibrium Hmr)unt of the liqui,l
phase retained as c film sholllc’be mall compared to the dispersed ltquici [Ind

(2) the sntire liquid phast! should k dispersed without slip. Also, rupld fiow
acc :leration and pressure cht]ngc, Filch as oc,cur throu~h a vent , C{lflInilk(’tll(’
equilibrium theory inucc~lrat(}unless r~l/lXOtIoll (’iil~lll.ilttollt+ HIIOW t!){lt Ilt!ilrly

equal Pllil!?t? velocities c.{111 be ~t4SUlT}Cd* This depends 011 tIIL* letI}\L II {I IICI dliim(~t(~~

of the restriction {Indt’hcsize of tl~~~liquid drops. Lt Ll)rrv 1s mucl)sII1),tl~(’
vent mass flow computed trom tlic)h01n0~(}l1170(JN cquillhl-i(lmtll(~or-yWi~] I){j11)
error.

_—..——



Two-dimensional flow can result in the formation of a vena contracta in the
vent thereby introducing a deviation from the one-dimensional assumption. The
one-dimensional flow assumption of COMPARE eliminates the need for a multi-
dimensional grid of cells and the complexity of including the turbulent
diffusion of heat~ mass, and momentum.

The following evaluation defines the limitations of the ~jor simplifying
assumptions used in COMPARE, The assumptions and the
assumptions are given in Table 1,

11. DISCUSSION

phenomena n~glected by-th~

A. Break Node Boundary Condition
CGMPARE utilizes the simplification that the LOCA break flow goes into a

break node where a homogeneous mixture in equilibrium is created for use as a
boundary condition for the remainder of the analysis. The mixture consists of
the break flow added rver the time step plus the node contents at the beginning
of the time step. ‘l%is simplification avoids the possibility that ttle break
flow is introduced as a liqutd-water and steam mixture with defined flow
direction, with slip, and not in equilibrium. The simplification is justified
on the basis of (1) the drop sizes being small (10 to 100 pm) due to aerodynamic
and thermal fragmentation[9] and (2) a high level of turbulence caused by the

A!E!Z!YLQ
Homoge,.iety

TABLE I

COMPARE Assumptions and Phenomena Neglected by

the Assumptions

Phenornenom Neglected

Liquid-phase depositi~n to

entrainment from surface

High pressure gradient
{vent expansjon)

Vena contracta and jet

Equilibrium

Thermal, mechanical (slip),
and chemical. (diffusion)
between phases

Onu-I)imen5:’onulFlow

and

Polytropic Vent Expansion

expansion by turbulent mixing

tixpansion may be more
nearly isentroplc

Convective c,ompreasibillty

effect on momentum
through the momentum ftux

terms, wl-lichar~ not present
in the simplified form of
the momentum equation
~(sed {[ICOMPAK1;



large amount of kinetic energy in a confined region. Of cou?se, there may be
situations where the assumption of a break node flow that is homogeneous and in
equilibrium is invalid.

The region surrounding the break node provides the boundary condition for
‘he remainder of the COMPARE analysis. At this point, the flow structure is
Issumed to be a h~’’’~yeneousdispersion of fine drops in a gas-vapor cloud.
Because this is ID Lately downstream of the break, there is no need for
introducing other COUI, ications, such as, (1) metastability and nucleation in

the liquid phase and (2) the property discontinuities encountered at the
saturated-liquid line during an tsentropic expansio~.

The size of the drops ‘ormed just downstream of the break is crucial to the
validity of the homogeneo,ls equilibrium assumption because relaxation, as
related to the interphasic rate processes, is strongly dependent on the drop
diameter. It will be shown that a dispersion of small drops in a large channel
is conducive to hoctogeneous equilibrium flow as assumed in the COMPARF code.
B. Hom>geniety

The previous discussion establishes the basis for the break node in COMPARE
representing a boundary condition consisting of a homogeneous two-phase mixture
~Tith the liquid totally entrained. As this mixture flows from the break node to
the other nodes or compartments, the state of homogeniety could be changed
because of liquid mass transfer. This could include deposition to form a liquid
film on surfaces and entrainment from the liquid film (film entrainment).

Deposition caused by mass removal associated with condensation has been
traditionally ignored (except for ice-condenser contafnments) in subcompartment
analysis because it was estimated that the energy removal was small because of
the short time (approx. 0.1 s, see Ref. 10) for peak forces and moments to be
reached. In addition, it was felt that neglecting the energy removal would
result in higher pressure differences across components and, therefore,
conservatively high component forces and moments.

The effect of subcompartment mass-transfer deposition and film entrainment
from the resulting film is addressed directly in Ref. 11, whirh considered
deposition to peripheral surfaces only and ignored deposition on obstacles.
This analysis shows that the decrease in the amount of entrained liquid caused
by deposition is negligible, which results in a corresponding negligible auounc
of film entrainment.

In summary, then, we believe that net entrainment does not change from the
100% level assumed to be established in the break node. AEEa result, the state
of homogeniety will be maintained. The analysis will now consider how the
equilibrium state of the two-phase flow might be altered as it encou~~ters
changes in flo’.{geometry under transient conditions.
c. Equilibrium Considerations

The term “equilibrium” Implles thermodynamic equilibrium. This n’ea~w that
the two phases are in (1) chemical equilibrium with no potential for interphasic
mass transfer, (2) thermal equilibrium with the liquid and vapor temperatures

equal, and (3) mechanical (inertial) equilibrium with Ehe llquid (Ul) findvapor

(ug) velocities equal, which means that the slip (S = u /UL) is om.

f?The pressure gradienl, associated with vent flow c anges the kinetic-energy

distribution between the phases (slip) by accelerating each phase to u different
velocity. The thermal 5alance is also disturbed. The potential for
establi’~hing mechanical equilibrium involves the drag force between the
ctispers,edliquid and the gas (or vapor), which tends to reduce the slip ratio.
Problems of this type can be resolved by applying the momentum equetion folll.)wecl
by uf,e cf the Reynolds analogy to determine the energy and mass transfer.
Inertial and thermal equilibrium are related by the Reynold~i analogy for
momentum, energy and mass transfer.



1. Mechanical. Mechanical non-equilibrium (slip) can have a large effect

on the vent flow rate. This can be demonstrated by comparing the mass fluxes,
G, based on (1) an isentropic expansion (thermodynamic equilibrium), and (2) an
idealized limiting case where there is slip only with thermal and chemical
equilibrium maintained.

Figure 1 shows the mass flux for the isentropic expansion of two-phase
water, see Ref. 8 for details. Note that the maximum G (critical flow rate) of
- 1.71 Mg/(s=m2) [350 lbm/(s*ft2)] occurs at a value of 0.6 for the ratio of the
throat (pt) to upstream stagnation pressure (po). Figure 2 shows how the mass

flux is affected by slip for three values of pt/po (0.45, 0.60, and 0.90), see
Ref. 8. Note that mass flux varies considerably with slip with a maximum at
slip values of approximately seven.

COMPARE uses the assumption that the slip is one at the vena contracta.
The validity of this assumption depends on how close to thermodynamic
equilibrium the two-phase flow is in the region of a high pressure gradient. To
make this determination, it is necessary to apply the interphasic transfer
relations, which are affected by the vent size and drop diameter.

The drag force on a drop acts to accelerate the drop velocity towards the
vapor velocity. This occurs between the vent opening and the vent contracta and
results in a slip ratio near one at the termination of the expansion.
Similarly, if the gaseous phase is not saturated, there is a trend toward

thermal and chemical equilibrium.
The analysis for slip is presented in Ref. 8 and the results are plotted in

Fig. 3. This figure shows the slip S at the vena contracta plotted versus the
parameter 0. Note that @ is a dimensionless number that includes the necessary
quantities for ~stiaating the slip in vent flow, that is, density ratio, vent
size, drop diameter, and Reynolds number. This analysis is based on the

exchange oi momentum between the gaseous phase and the drop as they flow through
the vent.

2. Thermal. I@ference 8 presents a thermal-equilibrium analysis with
results in terms of a ratio of the inertial relaxation time (T) to the thermal
relaxation time ~T. The thermal relaxation time is based on the exchange of
energy “Detween the gaseous phase and the drop as they move through the vent.
This analysis results in ratios of 0.90 to 0.71 over the range <i pressures
between 0.10 to 0.69 MPa (14.7 to 100 psia). The significance of th+,sanalysis
is that thermal equilibrium would be maintained
equilibrium is maintained, which is approximately
discussed in Sec. 11.C.l.

3. Chemical. If the flow through a vent is.—— —
chemical equilibrium will coincide with the trend
However, when the Easeous mixture is not saturated

approximately if mechanical

true fGr subcompartrnents as

saturated, the trend toward
toward thermal equilibrium.
and in thermal equilibrium,

vapor diffusion f~om the liquid phase wiil continue the approach toward a

saturated state until. both tnermal and chemical equilibrium are attainea. The
COMPARK assumption that the two phases are in chemical equilibrium is not
evaluated in this report because (1) the analysis is complex and (2) a
chemical-equj lbrium evaluation is currently being performed at Los Alamos by
application of the Bl?ACON[7] computer code, which has nocequilibrium capability.

4. Application. The pr~vious analyses show that thermodynamic
equilibri~m can be assumed if the slip and the relaxation ratio are both near
unity at the termination of a vent expansion flow and chemical equilibrium is
maintained. fhe resulting expansion would have a minimum dissipation caused by

drag and a minimum amount of irreversibility caused by interracial heat and mass
transfer, which becomes an isentropic expansion in the limit.



For subcompartment problems such as those .nalyzed by COMPARE, O values

between 1 and 20 are obtained for a flew equivalent diameter of 1 m (3.23 ft)
and drop sizes of 10 to 100 pm. Figure 3 shows that the resulting slip at the
critical flow minimum area (vena contracta) will be close to one. This means
that the mechanical equilibrium of the two-phase flow will not be significantly
disrupted and indicates that the COMPARE assumption of mechanical equilibrium is
a good approximation for subcompartment problems. .Note that O values are
estimated to be about 10-3 to 10-2 for small-scale experiments, for which
considerable slip (-10) is indicated in Fig. 3.

The COMPARE assumption of thermal equilibrium for subcompartment analysis
also appears to be a good approximation because (1) the assumption of mechanical
equilibrium is a good approximation, and (2) as shown previously, the ratio of
inertial to thermal relaxation times is between !.0 and 0.7 in the pressure
range 0,1 to 0.7 MPa (14.7 to 100 psia), which encompasses approximately the
pressure levels encountered in subcompartment analysis.

The foregoing criteria for equilibrium are approximate. A rigorous
analysis would require the integration of the local irreversibilities along the
entire pressure gradient to determine the net generation of entropy. ThiS would

then determine the value of polytropicity for use in the compressible flow
equation, see Sec. E.
D. Momentum C~nsiderations
—r One-Dimensional Flow Equation. Channels of uniform cross section with
large length-to-diameter ratjos may have large total-head (total-pressure) loss
during a transient because of wall friction and momentum fl~~x. For this

particular situation, COMPARE assumes that the flow is ir,cornpressibleduring a
computer time step, which only accounts for local compressibility (~p/~x, where
a is density and x is length). As a result, the COMPARE momentum equation may
predict an erroneous total-head response across a nodal volume during rapid flaw
changes. This error can be quantified by comparing the relaxation time (T) for
progressing from a state of convective compressibility to one of convective
incomp essibility (a(pu)/8x + O) with a representative transient.

Reference 8 devclcps the conservative form of the one-dimensional momentum
equation for the change in total pressure (Ap),

(Pu2)i+ Ax d(~u)i (pu2)j(Pu2)j+l -
AP = pT,j - pT,j+l “;AXT —

dt +[Q 21 s (1)

for comparison with the JOMPARK equation for the change in total pressure,

(Pu2)i + Ax :(PU)!
APC = PT,j “ pT,j+l =;Ax—— —

2 dt $ (2)

where pT is total pressure. These equations are for the constant-area-channel
nodal volume i that is Ax long, and located between axial l~catt.ons j and j+l.
Friction factor is represented by f and til,,.nby t.

The difference between Eqs. (1) and (2? i~ the bracketed term, whjch
coutains the difference between the outlet and inlet momentum fluxes, For
incompressible flow during a time Rtepj continuity require~ that tilebr{]cketed



term be equal to zero. However, a transient with a sudden large change in
pressure or flow compressibility can make the difference in momentum flux in
Eq. 1 significant. An idealized-flow problem is used in Ref. 8 to estimate the
effect of momentum flux (convective compressibility) on the total-head (total
pressure) response. The problem assumes (1) a sudden input of choked flow from
an infinite reservoir into a channel, (2) time is measured after the shock wave

passes the downstream nodal boundary (j+l), and (3) accounting for only mass and
momentum is sufficient.

The result of the Ref. 8 analysis is Fig. 4, which plots the ratio of the

total-head pressure differences 6pc/6P vs time (t) normalized by the relaxation
time (T). The figure shows that the maximum difference in the total-head
response between the two equations [Eqs. (1) and (2)] occurs at time zero at
which, Apc/Ap = 2 and AP - APC = (Pu2)j/2, since Uj+l = O at t/~ = O.

As an example in the application of these results, Ref. 8 uses the example.
of a sudden critical flow of air (u = 326.2 m/s) introduced at the inlet to a
duct l-m-diam wi h the total-pressu~e response ratio to be determined 1 m from
the inlet (that is, Ax = 1 m). The relaxation time for the nodal volume is
1.53 x 10-3 s. Thus , for z~zios of t/~ > 10 (Fig. 4), the COMPARE momentum

equation (Eq. 2) will give a valid total-head response for values of t > 1.53 x
10-* s. ‘IIIissuggests that the nodal volumes be designed such that the
transient time of interest is much greater than the relaxation time for

convective compressibility if the COMPARE momentum equation is used.
2. Transient Jet Diffusion. The variation of total head throughout the

system of subcompartments and vents i~ required to compute the transient flow.

If the flow ~re tsentropic, the total head would remain constant. However,
wall friction, jet diffusion, and dissipation resulting from nonequilibrium

effects between the phases cause a decrease !.ntotal head along the flow path.
The total head also depends on time when the flow is nonsteady. Jet diffusion
caused by flow from a vent to a downstream subcompartment is a major contributor
to the total-head loss. Factors affecting the loss include the diffusional area
ratio, compressibility, momentum flux, and time during transient flow. Note
that an experimental loss coefficient is not necessary if conservative equations
are used.

A simplified analysis is presented in Ref. 8 to show how the diffusional
total-head loss coefficient (K) varies with time during nonsteady flow. The
transient total-head loss coefficient is related to that for steady
incompressible flow namely, Ki = (1 - Ao/Ad)2, where A. is the je~ area and Ad
is the downstream area to which the jet can diffuse. The transient time is
related to a relaxa~ion time. COMPARE assumes that K = Ki = 1 when Ao/Ad << 1
and also assumes K = Ki to be valid during non-steady flow. The purpose of the
analysis is to define the valid limit~.tion of the COMPARE assumptions. The
analytical zesults are summarized by Fig. 5. The curves indicate that for

values of the ar~a ratio Ad/A. > 6 or for the time ratio t/~ > 3 the resulting
error is small (- 10%) when using the steady-state incompressible Ki as the

total-head loss coefficient during non-steady flow. To use a value of unity for
Ki, the area ratio (A /Ao) should exceed a value of 20.

$An example of t e utility of the analysis is presented in Ref. 8. The
example determines the relaxation time (T) required to approach the transient

flow state beyond which the steac’-state i~compressible total-head loss
coefficient (Ki) is valid. The example is based on (1) an area ratio (Ad/A ) cf
4, (2) a minimum jet radtus of 1 m (r ),

3

and (3) a critical flow of air ru =
326.2 m/s). A relaxation time of 0.0 4 s (-r) results. Because the limit”at
which K is approximately equal to K

i
is t/T - 3, t = 3 x 0.034 = 0.102 s. Thus ,

COMPARE will predict a valid tota -head renponse when the transient time is
greater than 0.102 s for the conditions assumed in the example.



If there is insufficient compartment space to fully diffuse a jet to the
compartment wall, the total-head loss as computed for full diffusion will have
to be reduced. ‘l’heamount of reduction can be estimated by means of the
multiplier developed in Ref. 8. When two opposing vents are exceptionally close
together as in compartment R-4 of Ref. 12, direct jet impingement will control
the total head at the downstream vent.

The multiplier developed in Ref. !3 is supported by the measurements
obtained in compartment R-4. This particular vent-flow condition of incomplete
diffusion is a deviation from the COMPARE one-dimensional flow assumption, which

shollld be taken into &c.count in the computations.
. Polytropic vs Isentropic Flow EquationsE

An Isentropic process can be assumed during expansion from a reservoir to a
vena contracta if the two phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium (chemical,
thermal, and mechanical). For such an expansion, the total head remains
constant. However, if the phases are not in equilibrium, dissipation and
irreversible heat transfer will result in a net gain in entropy and a total-head
loss coefficient greater than zero. COMPARE combines irreversible effects into
a total-head loss coefficient of 0.5. Because it is estimated in Sec. C that

near-isentropic conditions could prevail because sllbcompartment.vents are large
and liquid drops are small, it is desirable to evaluate the difference between
the mass flux for isentropic expansion G1 and for COMPARE’G polytropic expansion

‘c “ The analysis is presented in Ref. 8 for choked flow and results in values
for the ratio G,/G1 of 0.781 for air and 0.788 for steam at 1 bar. These ratios

Yrepresent limjt ng values because two-phase expansion is not isentropic.
Mass flow rate (m) is a product of the flow area AF and the mass velocity

G. In COMPARE, the minimum geometric area, &-, is used for AF. The isentropic
approach would account for the vena contracta area being AC x Cc, where Cc is

the contraction coefficient. The ratio of mass flow rates becomes mC/ml = Gc/G
x l/cc = 1 because of the mass flux ratios and the fact that 0.6 < Cc < O.i
(13].
F. Two-Dimensional Flow Effects

1. Vena Contracta. It is well known that flow through restrictions
exhibit multidimensional effects tha[ are accounted for by a multiplier referred
to as the contraction coefficient Cc. The formation of a vena contracta is the
manifestation of multidimensional flow. The assumption of one-dimensional flow
through a vent implies no contraction, that is, Cc = 1.

The amount of contraction of the flow through a restriction depends on the
geometry of both the upstream reservoir and the restriction and the flow
compressibility, but is independent of the Reynolds number beyond a certain
limiting value. Experiments have shown that the mass flow rate continues to
respond to changes in discharge pressure for all pressure ratios. Although the
mass flux may indicate limiting or choking values, the amount of contraction
changes the mass flow rate beyond the critical pressure ratio.

Reference 8 presents values of the contraction coefficients Cc for air (y=
1.4) to indicate the quantitative effect of geometry and compressibility. In
particular, Cc is determined as a function of (1) the ratio of the minimum
geometric area A. to the upsteam area A, which represents the geometric effect,
and (2) the ratio of the throat pressure (pt) and the upstream Jressure, P,

which represents the compressibility effect. Cc is shown to vary from a value
of 0.60 for Ao/A = 0.059 and pt/p = 1.00 (il,compressible flow) to I value of
0.80 for AofA = 0.25 and pt/p = 0.53 (compressible flow).

Analytical procedures are available fur computing the contraction
coefficient and can be introduced into a computer program, see Ref. 13. The
previous analysis shows that considerable variation in the computed nMss flow
can result, especially if the mass velocity is multiplied by the vent area



(contraction coefficient of unity). For example, a deviation of as much as 40%
in the mass flow rate can be expected for sharp-edged vents if one-dimensional
flow is assumed without the use of a contraction multiplier.

2. Turbulent Spreading of Jets. COMPARE tacitly implies by its

on-dimensional assumption that the~ent flow immediately diffuses to stagnation
in downstream nodes. However, in reality, a considerable flow path length is
required for diffusion, as is quantitatively evaluated in Ref. 8. To account
for this multidimensional flow process, a multidimensional-mesh computer
program, such as BEACON [7], is required. The process of diffusion is

controlled by turbulent mixing, the modeling of which would require considerable
sophistication.

111. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (Regarding the COMFAF.E @de)
A. tinclusions

10 A key assumption is tl,at the break can be modeled by a boundary
condition describing a homogeneous mixture in thermodynamic equilibrium.

2. The assumption that the initial homogeniety will continue downstream of
the break is reasonable because there is very little net liquid-drop deposition
to surfaces.

3. The assumptions of mechanical and thermal equilibria were found to be
reasonable because vent flow dimensions are large relative to drop sizes.
However, the assumption of complete thermodynamic equilibrium requires the
additional assumption of chemical (flashing) equilibrium, which is true only if
the gaseous mixture surrounding the liquid drops is saturated.

4. The one-dimensional flow equation (with inertia) is reasonabl= when the
flow is approximately incompressible. However, compressibility and momentum flux
are important for a short period of time following a rapid change in flow.
During this time interval, the COMFARE equation predicts a greater loss in total
pressure, see Fig. 4.

5. The assumption of stagnation conditions downstream of a minimum flow
area during :=ansient conditions is reasonable when the downstream flow area is
large relative to the minimum flow area. However, when the minimum flow area
approaches that of the downstream flow area, che downstream transient total
pressure becomes dependent on Inertia and momentum flux. This also applies to a
vena contracta in a duct.

6. Flow from a reservior to a flow restriction is qu~sistatic and

approximately Isentropic because the phases have been.determined to be in near-
thermodynamic equilibrium. The polytropic flow equation can be used to
approximate flows that deviate slightly From thermodynamic equilibrium by
introducing small total-head loss coefficients.

7. The one-dimensional flow assumption does not account for
two-dimensio~al effects, such as a vena contracta and jet diffusion. For jet
diffusion, the axial and transverse dimensions are important because the total
head loss is dependent on the extent of diffusion.
B. Recommendations

1. The assumption that the break results in a homogeneous mixture in
thermodynamic equilibrium should be evaluated.

2. The assumption of chemical equilibrium should be evaluated.
3. The BEACON code should be used to support the conclusions reached by

this st~dy and to perform the evaluations recommended. In particular, the
extent to which equilibrium exists and the effect of multiple dimensions.
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Effect of slip (S) on two-phase water mass flux (G)
for several ratios of throat-to-upstream stagnation
pressures (Pt/Po) from an upstream stagnant
condition of 0.689 MPa and quality of 0.3.



Fig. 3.

Slip at the critical-flow vena contracta (S*) vs
parameter grouping O for density ratios of the
liquid (p,) to gas (vapor) (p ) ph~ses of 300 and
1605, which correspond to sat%rated water at 0.59
MPa (85 psia) 0,10 MPa (14.7 psia). Typical values
for @ are 1 to 20 for subcompartment problems and
0.001 to O.lJl for sm~ll scale experiments. O is a
dimen~io~iless number proportional to the ratio of
the gas to liquid density and the ratio of the vent
diameter to drop dtameter aquared.
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Fig. 4.

Shown is the effect of momentum flux 011
rapid-transient Lotal-pruesure dif?erenc.e IiEl :1
function of time (t) normalized by ~1 relaxntton
time (T). l%: CWWARF difference (Ap.) d[M*s nCJL
account for the momentum flux, which i’H u(!cL)uIILud

for in (Ap).
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Fig. 5.

Error in using the steady-state 10HS coefficient
(Ki) for diffusion in CCMIPARKas a function of
normalized time (t/T) and the ratio of down~trtmm
area (Ad) to the jet 9rea (Ao). K is the correct
trunsient, compressible total-head 10HS coefficient
for diffutiion.


